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Letter from SER’s Chair, Steve Whisenant
Writing my last “Letter from the Chair” allowed me to reflect on
my time as Chair of the Board of Directors for the Society for
Ecological Restoration. The last 2 ½ years has at various times been
exciting, challenging, exhausting and enlightening. But mostly, I
was regularly inspired by the dedication of our members toward
advancing ecological restoration! I want to thank each of you for
the honor of allowing me to represent SER.
Despite financial challenges and difficult decisions I was always
encouraged by the energy, dedication, and vision of the SER staff,
Board of Directors, and membership. Although challenges remain,
SER is on a healthier trajectory and I am delighted Cara Nelson will
be our next Chair. I have great confidence that Cara and Steve Bosak,
our Executive Director, will lead SER to greater achievements in the
next two years. Please support them in those efforts.
This year, 2013, is the 25th birthday of the Society for Ecological Restoration. Take this opportunity
to advocate for a better future by promoting ecological restoration. Your advocacy, energy, and active
participation in SER events are critical.
Preparations are nearly complete for the 2013 World Conference on Ecological Restoration in Madison,
Wisconsin, October 6 –11. The theme “Reflections on the Past, Directions for the Future” is especially
appropriate and I hope to see each of you in Madison.
Thank you for your membership and participation in the Society for Ecological Restoration!

Steve Whisenant, Chair
Society for Ecological Restoration
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Time to move on from restoration?
No, time to get on with restoration!
By Paddy Woodworth, Author of Our Once & Future Planet

Restoration is now a worldwide movement, and its general
principles find fascinatingly diverse, case-specific expression
in different contexts, though it faces many internal and
external challenges, argues Paddy Woodworth.
I first encountered ecological restoration in 2003 in the US
Midwest, where else?
I had just published a book on political conflict in the
Basque country, involving terrorism and state terrorism.
I was looking for a rather less harrowing and contentious
subject (little did I know!) for my next book, and also a
more positive one. After one prairie restoration weekend in
Iowa, I thought I had found it.
I still had almost everything to learn about the subject, but certain distinctive features
of ecological restoration immediately seemed obvious, and important.
Restoration breaks wide open the old conservation paradigm that opposes humanity
to nature, and holds that the best thing we can do is to fence off remaining patches of
biodiverse ‘wilderness’ – only visiting them as eco-tourists.
Instead, restoration offers us an opportunity to participate in natural processes and
communities. It tells us that we are not inevitably the alienated bad guys on the
planet’s block; we can become the actively engaged stewards of our environments.
Stirring and enspiriting stuff, isn’t it? I thought it was then, and despite all that I have
learned since about the challenges facing restoration, and notwithstanding painful
recent debates within the movement, I think so still today.
As a writer, I found that this model of active engagement with our environment,
including its ecological history and dynamics, and all the human dramas its practice
entails, was an irresistible subject.
I found other empowering and energizing ideas in the restoration camp, contrasting
with the despair that so often maims environmentalism: for example, ecosystems
are more robust and resilient than traditional conservationists would have had us
believe. All is not ever entirely lost, even on badly degraded sites. Sometimes it is
indeed enough, as Daniel Janzen and Winnie Hallwachs put it, to simply “stop the
[human] assault” (without removing the human presence). In these cases, the system,
with its processes and its biodiversity, will bounce back remarkably well.
Much more often, however, we are required to restore actively, reviving lost fire or
hydrological regimes, removing invasive vegetation, replanting native vegetation,
reintroducing animals (or culling them), as appropriate.
We are back to the ‘engaged’ model of conservation. The results, at their best, with
sufficient resources available – witness the jarrah eucalyptus forest in SW Australia,
rebuilt entirely from Ground Zero – can be beyond the wildest dreams of traditional
conservation.
Hold hard here, though: but let’s not ride over that smooth little word I slipped into
the second-last paragraph, ‘appropriate,’ much too comfortably.
Who decides what’s appropriate to restore, by what criteria, and for what purposes?
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These are painfully difficult
questions; whether we like it or
not, they always involve human
ideological/cultural inclinations.
It doesn’t take long to realize
that restoration is no universally
applicable silver bullet, nor is
restoration science uninflected by
ideological biases. Ecosystems
are extremely complex things, and
so are the human societies and
individuals that are inextricably
embedded in them.
When restorationists use landscapes
as open-air laboratories, they
quickly learn that they cannot
control many, and often most, of
the dynamic variables involved in
their experiments. We understand
something about what’s happening
in above-ground plant and animal
communities. But, as Richard
Hobbs, Jim Harris and Liam
Heneghan reminded me constantly
throughout my research, we are
still woefully ignorant of crucial
ecological processes happening
right under the ground we stand on.
However, it is often only through
attempting restoration that the
enormous gaps in our ecological
knowledge can begin to be
closed – Tony Bradshaw’s oftquoted observation that ecological
restoration is the “acid test” of
ecological theory was prescient.
And it is echoed on a grand scale
today in ambitious and urgently
needed research: witness Bruce
Pavlik’s ‘disassembly-reassembly”
proposal at Kew.
The questions of what we are
restoring to, why, and for whom,
have remained uppermost as I
researched my book over several
years in six continents. The answers
I have found, far from complete,
as I know all too well, are often
site-specific. And they depend, to a
considerable extent, on the declared
– or implicit – intentions of the
individuals and groups carrying out
the restoration.
In the American MidWest, Bill
Jordan’s philosophical aspiration

towards the ‘eco-centric’ restoration
of ‘classic landscapes’ is alive, well,
and increasingly sophisticated. It
occupies a valuable point at one end
of the restoration spectrum. But the
ecological, ethical, and aesthetic
challenge of restoring landscapes
“with studied disregard for human
interests”, as he provocatively puts
it, is only possible in places where
basic human interests are already
well catered for. It is therefore,
I believe, of limited global
application.

Restoring dry tropical forest in Costa Rica:
Daniel Janzen and Winnie Hallwachs insist on the
importance of making the whole local community
stakeholders in restoration projects. (Photograph
courtesy of Mo Donnelly)

In Chicago, the bold, ecologically
insightful and deeply committed
work of Steve Packard and the
North Branch Restoration Project
unintentionally provoked a tragic
and damaging conflict with public Restoring natural capital (RNC),
the trend of restoration thinking
opinion, still not entirely resolved.
championed so passionately within
This flagship project had ignored SER by James Aronson and others,
an absolutely essential principle, is indeed a bridge between the
flagged by the for whom do we purely ecological concerns of the
restore? question. A restoration most traditional restoration, and
project’s success on public land is the economic and social needs of
ultimately, and rightly, dependent humanity. Along with the groundon its aims, and its methods, being breaking work articulated so well
clearly and fully communicated by Pavan Suhkdev, study leader of
to all of the stakeholders in the the TEEB reports, at the 2011 SER
community from the outset. Their Merida conference, it reminds us
feedback must be taken on board, that degraded landscapes do not
only threaten biodiversity, they
and consensus achieved.
threaten our own survival.
The Working for Water (WfW)
program in South Africa raises the The flipside here is that RNC
for whom question in a very different thinking could be kidnapped by
context. Its win-win-win triple a narrow approach that focusses
target is most appealing: restore restoration exclusively on purely
natural capital – the water table, and economic benefits to humans, and
thus the whole economy – through neglects biodiversity and other
eradicating ‘thirsty’ invasive alien values.
plants; restore social capital through In SW Australia, Keith Bradby and
employing the very poor to carry the Gondwana Link have shown
out this massive task; restore native great imagination and perspicacity
biodiversity to replace the alien in conceiving and implementing
infestation.
restoration across eight distinct
In reality, these admirable targets ecosystems and 1,000 kilometers,
can pull against each other as often while never losing sight of the
as they produce synergy. But the ecological and human detail in each
program’s flaws are as instructive local project.
as its successes. And the heroic – it It is here, too, that Steve Hopper
is no less – application of adaptive has developed his Old Climaticallymanagement by WfW in responding Buffered Infertile Landscapes
to these flaws is a model, not just OCBIL theory, a vital reminder
for the developing world, but for the that the kind of natural succession
whole planet.
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on which North American and
European restoration is based is
not universal. As SER becomes
more truly international, it needs
to give expression to many more
voices from other continents,
whose ecosystems, societies and
experiences often differ greatly from
established ‘northern hemisphere’
restoration paradigms.
There are few more radical
innovations in restoration than
New Zealand’s “mainland islands,”
zones protected from alien mammal
predators by fence, trap and poison,
in order to restore indigenous fauna
and flora on the brink of extinction.
Desperate measures for desperate
times, indeed. But the challenging
and fascinating voices of NZ Moment of reflection. Keith Bradby in the eucalyptus woods at Nowanup, midway between the
restorationists like Bruce Clarkson Stirling Range and Fitzgerald River national parks, which features a project to restore indigenous
and Colin Miskelly have been heard Noongar people to their ancestral landscape. (Photograph courtesy of Mark Godfrey.)
much too little, to date, at SER
has shared detailed botanical and static past has been rudely shaken
conferences.
horticultural knowledge, hitherto by three developments: the rise
Dan Janzen’s and Winnie Hallwach’s known only to his people, with the of dynamic ecosystem theory,
work restoring tropical dry forest ethnobotanist Samuel Levy Tatcher. the recognition that landscapes
in Costa Rica is much better
predating European colonization
known, partly thanks to Bill Allen’s This knowledge, gained through the had been radically altered many
excellent book, Green Phoenix. Lacandon Maya fallowing system times by indigenous peoples, and the
But it can hardly be stressed too – they farm within the rainforest – aforementioned accelerating human
often that their achievement is teaches us how to accelerate natural impacts. As Keith Bowers told us at
based entirely on a deep, canny succession, and is thus very helpful the Zaragoza SER conference, we
and robust engagement with Costa to restoration. Levy Tatcher, in turn, are always “restoring the future.”
Rican human communities, at many has communicated these techniques
levels.
to the neighboring Tzeltal people, However, many restorationists
still argue that setting the target of
Attending Traditional Ecological so that they can restore their restoring to a ‘historical reference
Knowledge (TEK) sessions at SER degraded pastures to rainforest, system’ (or more precisely, to
conferences has periodically raised with remarkable success so far.
a point within an ‘historical
concerns for me, which I found Completing this gallop around the range of variation’) remains
many people shared, though usually globe, it was a particular pleasure for the distinguishing and core
only in private. It is one thing to me to return to Ireland, and find that characteristic of their discipline
show proper respect for indigenous my home place is much richer than I and practice. Indeed, without
cultures, and solidarity with people’s had realized in restoration projects, such a target, the very concept of
who have often been the victims especially in native woodlands and, ecological restoration seems utterly
of genocide. It is something else perhaps more surprisingly, on rare drained of meaning.
altogether to assert blind faith in the peat bog ecosystems.
Nevertheless,
several
veteran
romantic notion, not supported by
history, that indigenous peoples are In all these cases, however, the figures within SER, including
always exemplary stewards of the pressing question remains: What Richard Hobbs, Jim Harris and Eric
are we restoring to? And, with Higgs, have in recent years thrown
environment.
accelerated human impacts through down a series of robust and pertinent
Where, I sometimes wondered, degradation, invasive species and challenges to this position, giving
was the nitty-gritty ‘ecological climate change, this question is rise to the deepest divisions in the
knowledge’ in TEK? I’m happy to say increasingly problematic.
movement that I have witnessed.
that I found out in Chiapas, Mexico.
The Lacandon Maya hach winik, The nostalgic dream that we are They have argued that the emergence
Don Manuel Castellaños Chankin, restoring to some ‘pristine’ and of “novel” ecosystems makes some
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Does it not offer an excuse to
governments and corporations
to “lower the bar,” as Kingsley
Dixon puts it, and renege on
restoration commitments? After all,
a “novel ecosystem” sounds a lot
more attractive that a chronically
degraded one!
End game for invasive species? Guy
Preston,Working
for
Water
National
Programme Leader, playing chess with one of
his colleagues, Bulelwa Dikana, on a school
desk incorporating a chess board. Preston can
cite multiple benefits from this single artifact:
the desk is made from a cleared invasive
alien eucalyptus, river red gum; previously
unemployed people crafted it; and it promotes
cognitive thinking in poor schools. (Photograph
courtesy of Guy Preston.)

of the foundational principles of
restoration, as outlined in the SER
Primer, effectively obsolete. They
have dared to ask the question “Is it
time to move on from restoration?”
The impassioned and wellattended debate around these
issues at last year’s SER Europe
conference in the Czech Republic
indicated that many restorationists
regard the “novel ecosystem”
theory as deeply frustrating, even
threatening. Does it not undermine
the case for restoration, just as
SER is really gaining traction as a
leading contributor to international
conservation strategies, and just
when great advances have been
made in restoration technologies?

And I believe that a much more
helpful and nuanced view of the key
issues has been developed in their
recent book on the subject.
This debate is undoubtedly the most
troubling issue currently facing
restorationists. But SER has always
represented a broad church, and
needs many voices in its choir. It
needs robust and frank debate, but
it does not need polarization, and
the kind of brutal “them and us”
dualism that has damaged so many
great human movements in the past.
Let’s hope that we can all advance
this debate, and many others, in a
spirit of goodwill, at the forthcoming
conference in Madison!

I argue in my book that the
colorful and polemical language
used by Hobbs et al has certainly
been unfortunate, and at times
misleading. Above all, I believe
their work has confused ecological
thresholds with socio-economic
ones. Hobbs himself concedes that,
given sufficient resources, most
systems can indeed be restored.
So truly ‘novel’ ecosystems, in the
sense of irreversibly degraded ones, Paddy Woodworth is the author
are still relatively rare.
of Our Once and Future Planet:
The argument then becomes Restoring the World in the Climate
one about social, economic and Change Century (University of
ultimately political priorities, and Chicago Press). The book will
not one about whether restoration is be on sale for the first time at
still possible. This is a very different the Madison conference, where
question. Confusing these issues Paddy is also chairing a debate on:
obviously has negative impacts on “The historically-based reference
system in a rapidly changing
conservation policy.
world: a nostalgic anachronism,
But I also argue that we should or a cornerstone concept for
acknowledge that the “novel restoration?”
ecosystem” theorists have been
right in drawing attention to major Continue the conservation with
challenges facing restoration, and Paddy on SER’s LinkedIn Group
especially to the moral hazard of
restorationists promising more than Email Paddy about his article:
paddywoodworth1@gmail.com
they can deliver.
Visit Paddy’s website

Our Once and Future Planet
The environmental movement is plagued by pessimism. And that’s not unreasonable:
with so many complicated, seemingly intractable problems facing the planet. But that
paints an unbalanced – and overly disheartening – picture. There are success stories,
and Our Once and Future Planet delivers a fascinating account of the rise of ecological
restoration. Paddy Woodworth has talked to scientists, politicians, and ordinary citizens,
who are working on the front lines of the battle against environmental degradation,
and often link it to the fight against poverty. From Mexico to his native Ireland and
from Chicago to Cape Town, Woodworth creates a compelling narrative of restoration’s
achievements, but also acknowledges the challenges it faces.
Our Once and Future Planet (University of Chicago Press, October 2013) demonstrates
the hope, inspiration and new knowledge that can come from engaging positively with
even one small patch of earth. Click here to purchase this title.
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5th World Conference on Ecological Restoration
Madison,Wisconsin, USA October 6-11, 2013

Reflections on the Past, Directions for the Future

The SER2013 World Conference is Just Around the Corner!
Our 5th World Conference on Ecological Restoration This is a wonderful opportunity to see the region’s
begins Sunday, October 6th in Madison, Wisconsin, unique landscapes and diverse ecosystems.
and we wanted to provide a few last-minute updates for
At the time of writing, there are still a few spots
those planning to attend.
available for the Make A Difference Day volunteer
The Schedule at a Glance is now available on the event, happening on Sunday, October 6th from 9 AM-2
conference website. The four-day scientific program PM at two local restoration sites: one at the University
includes more than 140 scientific sessions with a total of Wisconsin-Madison Arboretum, and the other at the
of nearly 700 oral presentations. We are also expecting University of Wisconsin-Madison Lakeshore Nature
185 poster presentations and will have a dedicated Preserve. Sign up to volunteer at one of these two sites,
poster session on Tuesday evening, October 8th. See and spend some time outdoors with your friends and
colleagues while contributing to ongoing restoration
the schedule for details.
efforts.
If you haven’t already registered for the conference
and would still like to attend, the deadline for online You can add any of the above activities to your
registration is September 27th. Onsite registration will existing registration by following these easy steps:
also be available, but at a significantly higher cost, so
we encourage you to register online in advance. SER • Go to: www.iplanevents.com/SER2013
• Click the link to “Access My Registration” under
members get $75 off the cost of regular registration.
“Already Registered?”
If you have already registered, and haven’t done • Enter your email address and password
so already, consider signing up for one of our pre- • Click the “Quickly Jump to Edit” menu and select
conference training courses. These courses cover topics
the relevant activity
ranging from restoration of pollinator habitat, invasive • If updates to your record include items that require
species, restoration project planning, introduction to
payment, please click the “Fees & Payments” tab
statistical analysis, ecological site descriptions, and
and select “Make a Payment”
application of quality control methods. All courses run
Don’t forget to book your hotel room. See the
for one full day and cost $125.
Accommodations page on the conference website for
You can also sign up for one of several post-conference a list of recommended hotels. Conference rates may no
field trips to be offered on Friday, October 11th. A longer be available (please contact your preferred choice
knowledgeable team of local hosts has organized an to find out), but all of these hotels are conveniently
exciting slate of one-day trips to a number of restoration located near the conference center.
sites and natural areas throughout southern Wisconsin.

We look forward to seeing you in Madison!

Monona Terrace

Madison Aboretum

Leopold Shack
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We’re Excited to Welcome SER’s 2013-2015 Board of Directors!
We are pleased to announce that more than 350 members voted for the 15 open seats on SER’s Board of Directors.
SER would like to thank all those candidates who ran for the election. SER is fortunate to have engaged members
willing to dedicate their time and energy to the Society. The 2013-2015 Board will be seated October 5th at
SER2013. Cara Nelson has been elected by the current Board to serve as SER’s next Chair, and Steve Whisenant
will serve as the Vice-Chair for a one-year term. We’d like to thank those members of the current Board who will
not serve on the 2013-2015 Board. Please welcome the 2013-2015 SER Board of Directors:
Executive Officers

Vera Lex Engel - Latin America & Caribbean
Representative

Cara Nelson - Chair
Steve Whisenant - Vice Chair
Al Unwin - Secretary
Robert Daoust - Treasurer
At-Large Representatives
Stuart Allison - At-Large Representative
Karen Keenleyside - At-Large Representative
Joe Berg - At-Large Representative
James Aronson - At-Large Representative
Cheryl Ulrich - At-Large Representative
Carol Maxwell - Student Representative
Regional Represenatives
Kingsley Dixon - Australasia Representative

Kris DeKleer - Europe Representative
Samira Omar Asem - Asia Representative
Michael Leff - Northeastern North America
Representative
Judy Haner - Southeastern North America
Representative
Troy Anderson - Midwestern North America
Representative
Aida Farag - Rocky Mountains/Great Plains North
America Representative
Dave Polster - Northwestern North America
Representative
Susan Cordell - Western North America
Representative

Get to Know SER’s New Board Members
Joe Berg - At-Large Representative
Joe is the Ecological Restoration Practice Lead for Biohabitats Inc. He is an ecosystems
ecologist with more than 30 years of experience in the assessment and analysis of natural
resources; development, preparation, and implementation of restoration plans; and the range
of studies, documentation and permitting experience required. Joe currently serves as the
Maryland state representative on the SER Mid Atlantic Board of Directors.

Vera Lex Engel - Latin America & Caribbean Representative
Vera received a B.S. in Forestry in 1985 and an M.S. in Forest Science in 1989 from the
University of São Paulo, Brazil. In 2001 she received her Ph.D. in Ecology from University of
Campinas. Vera is currently a Lecturer at São Paulo State University teaching undergraduate
courses in forest engineering and postgraduate courses in forest science. She has expertise
in forest ecology and restoration, specifically regeneration and dynamics of tropical forests,
management of mixed forest plantations and agroforestry. Vera has been an active member of
SER since 1997.
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Troy Anderson - Midwestern North America Representative
Troy has worked as a restoration ecologist for over 15 years. Having overseen numerous
restoration projects across the United States, Troy has a particular interest in engaging industry
sectors such as remediation and solid waste to familiarize them with the uses of restoration.
Recently he founded the National Ecological Contractors Association (NECA) with the goal
of developing quality industry standards for the profession. Troy is a Senior Ecologist with
NES Ecological Services.

Aida Faraq - Rocky Mountains/Great Plains North America Representative
Aida received a B.S. from Indiana University in 1981. She received two degrees from the
University of Wyoming (UW), an M.S. in 1987 and Ph.D. in 1993. She was also awarded
a Department of Energy Traineeship/fellowship by UW. She has been stationed at the US
Geological Survey – CERC Jackson Field Research Station in Jackson, Wyoming, since
1994. In 2001 she became Station Leader. Aida has been a member of SER since 2004 and
has served on the Editorial Board for Restoration Ecology since 2007.

David Polster - Northwestern North America Representative
Dave is a plant ecologist with over 35 years of experience in vegetation studies, reclamation,
and invasive species management. He graduated from the University of Victoria with an
Honours B.S. degree in 1975 and a M.S. degree in 1977. Dave has prepared reclamation
plans for numerous mines, quarries and gravel pits in Canada. He pioneered the concept of
successional reclamation where the aim of the reclamation program is the reintegration of the
disturbed site into the natural processes of vegetation succession. Dave is a long time SER
member and the current treasurer for SER British Columbia.

Susan Cordell - Western North America Representative
Susan obtained a doctorate in Botany at the University of Hawaii at Manoa in 1999. The focus
of most of Susan’s professional career has been related to the conservation, preservation, and
restoration of tropical ecosystems. Susan’s research program pursues interrelated research
components such as the restoration of ecosystem processes, factors which limit tropical forest
recovery in Pacific Island landscapes, and strategies to promote and facilitate ecosystem
recovery. She is currently a Research Ecologist at the Institute of Pacific Islands Forestry,
Pacific Southwest Research Station, located in Hilo, Hawaii.

Carol Maxwell - Student Representative
Carol is currently enrolled in a Master’s Program at Temple University in Pennsylvania, USA.
Having completed an undergraduate education in self-directed schools such as Evergreen
State College and Hampshire College, Carol moved onto a professional career as an artist
and horticulturalist. Carol has been awarded numerous scholarships and awards, including
the Peter G. Schlotterer Ecological Restoration Scholarship, the Jane R. Martin Memorial
Scholarship, and Temple University’s Sustainability Award. Carol is also the founder and
president of the SER Temple University Student Association.

SER’s 2012 Annual Report is Now Available Online
Click Here
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New Books & Articles
Elwha: A River Reborn
By Lynda Mapes

Elwha: A River Reborn pulls
together articles by the Seattle
Times which discuss the removal
of the Elwha dam, the Elwha
ecosystem, its industrialization, and
now its revival. The book explores
each topic through interviews,
field work, archival and historical
research, and photojournalism.

Restoring Paradise:
Rethinking and Rebuilding
Nature in Hawai’i
By Robert J. Cabin

Throughout the book readers are
introduced to local stakeholders
such as the Lower Elwha Klallam
tribe, who anxiously await the
return of renowned salmon runs
savored by countless generations
through the stories of their elders.
The book introduces the reader to
the biologists and engineers who are
bringing the dams down and laying
the plans for renewal, including an
unprecedented revegetation effort
that will eventually cover more than
700 acres of mudflats.

In Restoring Paradise: Rethinking
and Rebuilding Nature in Hawai’i,
Robert Cabin shows why current
attempts to preserve Hawaii’s
native fauna and flora require us to
embrace the emerging paradigm of
Richly illustrated with stunning
ecological restoration.
photographs and maps, Elwha: A
Throughout the book, Cabin River Reborn tells us the interwoven
recounts local restoration efforts stories of this newly revitalized
in Hawai’i’s National Parks being region. Click here to purchase this
carried out by the U.S. Park title.
Service, charismatic scientists, and
dedicated volunteers. He presents Zombie Mines and the (Over)
an overview of the natural and Burden of History
cultural history, biogeography,
and evolutionary biology of the By John Sandlos and Arn Keeling
region. To investigate conflicting
philosophies and strategies, Cabin In this article authors Sandlos and
interviews excerpts from a cross- Keeling show how humanity’s
section of Hawai‘i’s environmental relentless search for the industrial
community. Concluding his book, minerals that underpin our modern
Cabin,
provides
provocative economy, has extensively and
ravaged
our
and insightful discussion of the comprehensively
natural
landscapes.
The
mining
contentious relationship between
humans and nature and the power industry often invokes the words
and limitations of science within reclamation, remediation, and
and beyond Hawai’i. Click here to restoration as a cornerstone of
efforts to paint itself green. Industry
read more about this book.

and government promoters of
mining are fond of producing before
and after photos of once devastated
mining landscapes. Academics,
geographers, and historians often
question the idea that mine closure
inevitably leaves devastation in its
wake.
However, such emphasis on the
visual aesthetics of remediated
landscapes obscures as much as it
reveals about abandoned mines. As
important as it is to repair to uglier
side of mining operations, it is the
unseen impacts that pose grave
long-term threats to ecological
and human health. We have come
to think of abandoned mines as
“zombies” – sites that continue to
exert some sort of malevolent effect
during their afterlife. The treatment
and management of “zombie mines”
can be a tricky business, with
some substances being difficult,
expensive, or even impossible to
treat at the site. Research has shown
how zombie mines not only stalk
future generations and their use
of the land, but also reproduce or
reawaken historical conflicts over
the negative experiences associated
with previous mining, particularly
for indigenous communities. Click
here to read the full article in
Solutions Journal.

The Berkeley Pit, an open pit mine in Butte,
Montana that shut operations in 1982,
exemplifies the challenge of mine clean-up: a
pool of toxic water one mile across now fills
the pit and must be continuously pumped and
purified. Photo credit: Matt Dull and Rachel
Girshick/Flickr
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Australasia Releases
SERA Newsletter

SER Chapter News

First in Biology at Baylor University, will Visit the SER BC Website for more

SER Australasia (SERA) recently
released the first SERA Newsletter!
The newsletter provides information
on SERA working groups, a case
student on wetland restoration, and
a description of the New Zealand
Epiphyte Network.
The
second
annual
SERA
conference will be held in New
Caledonia in November 2014. The
local organizing committee has
been actively planning the venue,
program, and an exciting postconference tour.

address the conference during the info about upcoming events, and to
Saturday morning plenary session.
sign up for their newly launched bimonthly newsletter.
Hawkes will discuss the role of soil
and microbial legacies in efforts to New England Plans for their
restore native plant communities First Conference
and basic ecological functions.
Duke will address the hydrologic The New England Chapter (SER NE)
connections of streams focusing has been making great progress in
on the aquatic, hyporheic, and planning their upcoming conference
riparian zones where much of the in April of 2014. The conference
biogeochemical cycling takes place. will be held at Hampshire College
Both will set the stage for lively in Massachusetts and will be copresentations and discussions on a sponsored by the Conway School of
host of restoration, management, Design.
and conservation issues.
The chapter led several excellent

In addition, TxSER and TRA will
The SERA Restoration Principles/ present a Lifetime Achievement
Standards Working Group is Award during the evening banquet
continuing to develop a set of on Saturday. The award will be
restoration principles and standards given to an individual who has
to help Australian restoration dedicated their life to improving the
projects optimize biodiversity. management and conservation of
The committee is working towards natural areas in Texas.
obtaining full funding for the
For more information on the TxSER
project.
conference, please visit: TXSERTRA 2013 Conference.
TxSER’s November

field trips this summer including:
The Penobscot River Restoration
in Maine, Wetland Restoration in
Vermont, and an upcoming field trip
to the Castle Neck Marsh restoration
in Ipswich, Massachusetts on
September 11th. The September 11th
field trip will include an ice cream
social!

British Columbia Kick Starts
Plans are taking shape for the SER their ‘Restoration Economy’

The MWGL Strategic Planning
Committee (Nancy Aten, Chris
Lenhart, Rocky Smiley, Young
Choi, and Roger Anderson) and
the Chapter Board of Directors
continue to work on developing the
chapter’s Five-Year Strategic Plan.
The Strategic Plan will provide the
five-year vision and goals of the
chapter. As part of their efforts, the
board surveyed members to gain
insights into how the chapter could
better serve them. A quarter of the
MWGL membership participated
in the survey and cited the top
three member benefits as: (1) the
opportunity to interact with others
interested in ecological restoration,
(2)
networking
opportunities,
and (3) training and continuing
education
opportunities.
The
chapter is currently considering

Conference Takes Shape

Texas Chapter’s (TxSER) Annual
Conference “The New Ecology:
Managing for Resilience in a
Changing World,” co-hosted with
the Texas Riparian Association
(TRA). The conference will be held
in Junction, Texas, from November
1-2, 2013.

The British Columbia Chapter (SERBC) has been busy brainstorming
ways to kick start their “restoration
economy.” Chapter leaders are
planning a November/December
Annual General Meeting (AGM),
developing new brochures, and
improving their social media
John Zak, Associate Dean and presence.
Professor of Soil Biology at Texas
Tech University, will be the keynote Save the date for the upcoming
speaker on Friday evening. His chapter Bio-Engineering Workshop
address will highlight his work on November 9th and 10th in Fraser
British
Columbia.
arid ecosystems and climate change. Valley,
Participants will learn how to use
Christine
Hawkes,
Associate willow and other live stakes to
Professor of Integrative Biology at add diversity and structure to an
The University of Texas in Austin, agricultural ditch.
and Jacquelyn Duke, Senior Lecturer

Midwest Great Lakes Tackles
Strategic Planning
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ways to incorporate this feedback from around Europe. Discussion
while providing greater student topics ranged from the importance
support mechanisms.
of taking genetic diversity into
account in restoration projects to
The chapter recently welcomed the restoration of Mediterranean
Joe DiMisa as the Membership agricultural landscapes for wildlife
Committee leader. Since last fall, enhancement. Click here to read
the committee has successfully the full summer school report and
increased MWGL membership. presentations.
The Awards Committee, under the
leadership of Lauren Umek, has Read the chapter’s August 2013
begun developing a student research newsletter to learn about recent
grant as part of chapter efforts to developments
on
restoration
support student members.
prioritization under the EU
Biodiversity Strategy 2020 in the
SER Europe Hosts Successful newsletter’s “Brussels Corner.” Be
Summer Trainings
sure to submit your projects and
Over the summer SER Europe publications to the SER Europe
has hosted a number of interesting Knowledge Base.
meetings, given insight into recent
developments
in
restoration
ecology, and begun to plan future
workshops and conferences.

The
international
workshop
“AWARE: Approaches to Wetland
Restoration – The Focus of Fen
Landscapes” was held in Warsaw
April 22-23rd. The workshop pulled
in more than 70 participants from
over 11 countries. Keep an eye out
on for a post-workshop publication
on the SER Europe website.
The chapter’s 2013 SER Summer
School was a huge success drawing
in 20 participants from 14 countries.
Talks and excursions were given by
12 researches and 7 practitioners

SER NW Board members at work during the
annual campout retreat Photo Courtesy of
Allison Warner

Restoring Channel and Floodplain
processes on the Tolt River, on their
website.

Registration is now open for the SER
NW Soil Bioengineering Workshop
Don’t forget to register for the 9th in Port Angeles, Washington,
European Conference on Ecological October 18-20. Excitingly, the
Restoration to be held August 2014 workshop class will participate
in restoration work on the Elwha
in Oulu, Northern Finland.
River on Sunday and get a tour of
Northwest Holds Annual
Elwha restoration sites on Friday.
Board Retreat
Attendees will stay at the beautiful
SER Northwest (SER NW) held its NatureBridge Conference Center in
annual Board retreat in July at Lake Port Angeles.
Easton State Park, Washington. New Plans are progressing for SER
Board member Russ Lawrence was NW’s October 2013 conference in
installed, as well as Secretary Keith Redmond, Oregon. A conference
Nevison. Joshua Chenoweth began theme will be announced this fall.
a two year term for the Director- Chapter organizers are looking for
at-Large position he has filled by conference committee participants,
Board appointment since last year.
partners, and sponsors for the event.
The chapter recently published If you are interested, please contact
their latest Restoration Highlight, them at SERNW20@gmail.com.

UW-Madison-Arboretum is Seeking a New Director
The University of Wisconsin-Madison Graduate School is recruiting a senior faculty member for the position of Director
of the UW-Madison-Arboretum. The mission of the UW-Madison Arboretum is to conserve and restore Arboretum lands,
advance restoration ecology, and foster the land ethic (www.uwarboretum.org). The Director is responsible for overall
direction and day-to-day management of the Arboretum and develops policies to guide the Arboretum’s programs and
activities, identifies land care priorities and research opportunities, and addresses funding needs. The successful candidate
will have a sustained record of excellence in scholarly activity, wide recognition in his/her field of interest, demonstrated
experience and skill in development and fund-raising, and strong leadership and organizational skills. Salary will be
commensurate with experience.
Contacting the University of Wisconsin Graduate School (608-262-1044) for more information. Job description will be
online once the position is available for application.
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